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Fig. I.- Tomato plants for the canning crop can be grown in the cold fram e. 

Good plants are essential for early production of. man y vege
tables. Success cannot be secured unless the plants have been well 
grown, are free from insects and diseases, and are in good condition 
for transplanting. Vegetable plants equal in every r espect to those 
purchased can be grown by any gardener. 

There are several advantages to the grower who produces his 
own plants. The plants are under his care at all times, therefore he 
is in a position to control their growth. Suitable plants will be ready 
when he needs them. If weather conditions prevent planting, they 
can be held a week or longer. Plants produced at home can be grown 
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to a larger size than would be economical to ship and handle com
mercially. There is, also, a distinct advantage in being able to grow 
new and special varieties. Early plants of such vegetables as 
cucumber, cantaloup, sweet corn, and lima beans are seldom available 
on the market but may be grown ih plant bands or pots for early 
production of these crops. Certain serious diseases imported by 
shipped-in plants can be prevented from becoming established on 
the grower's land by raising plants at home. 

PLANT GROWING BEDS 
A plot of ground on the south side of a building can be made into 

a plant bed where seed may be sown two to tb.ree weeks earlier than 
in the open field. Such protection is desirable even when a frame is 
constructed. A windbreak along the north and west sides of a large 
range of frames is desirable. More protection can be given the p"lant 
bed by building a frame around it which will directly protect the 
plants. This frame will also serve as a support for any type of cover 
that may be used. 

COLD FRAMES 
A cold f~ame may be built of lumber, concrete, bricks, or other 

materials. It should be as nearly air tight as possible and provide a 
fair degree of insula'tion. Some growers prefer movable frames that 
can be shifted to anew site each season. When the frame is to be 
used for several years, it should be made of lumber resistant to decay. 
The lowest side should allow at least 10 inches of head room for 
the plants • . Frames are usually made 6 or 12 'feet in width to accom
modate one or two rows of standard hotbed sash. This is a convenient 
width to work with when other kinds of coverings are used. The 
bed may be as long as desired. The length when sash is used should 
be in some multiple of 3 feet, and 75 feet is a practical length for a 
single structure. ' . . 

'The north side of a bed, one sash in width, is ' usually built about 
six i~ches higher than the south side. This permits water to drain 
off and takes full advantage of the available sunlight. Beds 12 feet 
w.ide are built highest in the center with the sash sloping in opposite 
directions. A plan for building a small cold frame is shown in 
Figure 2. 

COVERING THE PLANT BED 
It is desirable to build a plant bed frame so that a cover can be 

placed over the plants during cold weather. Wide boards of one inch 
lumber are frequently used for temporary coverings. These boards 
maybe covered with straw,cornstalks, or other kinds of loose dry 
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Fig. 2.-~his plan for building a cold frame may be enlarged to accommodate 
more'sash. 

materials during periods of s,evere cold. Pads for protecting cold 
frames can be woven of straw or cornstalks. A more elaborate pad 
is a quilt of two layers of burlap or coarse cloth stuffed with leaves, 
excelsior, cotton, or other insulating materIals. The plant bed cover
ings just described afford excellent protection against frost but 
exclude light. Plants kept in darkness for several days will be serious
ly injured. 

Cloth Covers.-The most desirable type of plant bed cover is one 
that admits light but at the same time affords protection against low 
temperature. Inexpensive covers are made Jrom muslin or similar 
white cloth which affords considerable protection and at the-same time 
admits some light. Cloth covers may be tacked to frames but 'are 
usually placed on rollers so th:;l.t the cover may be rolled towards the 
top of the frame wheIinot in use. The cloth may be treated with a 
waterproofing compound to keep out excessive moisture. 

, Glass Substitutes.-The most satisfactory covering for plant beds 
is glass sash. Glass substitutes made from plastic materials have been 
placed on the market for covering plant beds. In use the glass substi
tute is fastened to a frame and handled like regular sash. Sashes 
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covered with glass substitutes are light in weight and easy to handle. 
Very good plants can be grown under such coverings. The first cost 
is much ' less than for glass-filled sash but their useful life is much 
shorter. 

Glass Sash.-The most satisfactory covering so far devised for a 
plant bed is glass sash. Any type of glass-filled sash maybe used, but 
the most practical one is built especially for this purpose. Most sashes 
come in a standard size, 6 by 3 feet. The plant bed frame should be 
built to accommodate this size of sash. It should be constructed with air 
tight sides, and the top true so that there are no openings between the 
sides and the sash. Some growers place a I-inch board around the top 
and sides of the frame to prevent cold air from blowing under 
the sash. Glass sashes are more expensive than other types of plant 
bed coverings, but will last for 15 to 20 years if properly stored and 
painted. Most growers find it best to purchase them from a reliable 
manufacturer. Sashes may be bought without glass or completely 
glazed and painted. 

Care of Glass Sash.-c-A standard sash takes three rows of 10 by 
12 inch glass panes. In glazing, 'the putty is first placed in the glass 
grooves, and the glass laid on the putty. There should be no putty on 
top of the glass. The panes are held in place with glazing brads. The 
same method should be followed in replacing broken glass. After 
glazing the sashes are given a coat of good white paint on both sides 
being particular to cover the exposed putty. At the end of each 
season the sashes are repaired, given another coat of paint, and stored 
in a dry place. 

HOTBEDS 
Vegetable plants started earlier than three weeks before the 

average date of the last killing frost will require more heat for growth 
than can be secured from sunlight. There are several ways in which 
heat can be supplied to a hotbed. ,The kind used will depend upon its 
availability, cost, and convenience. Enough plants for a home garden 
can be grown in a single sash bed heated through a basement window. ' 
Larger " hotbeds are heated successfully by . fermentation of horse 
manure, .hot flue gases from fires, hot water, and electricity. The small 
grower will find that beds heated by manure or electricity are most 
satisfactory for his purposes. 

Manure Heated Hotbeds.,,-Fermenting horse manure has been 
used for a long time as a source of heat for hotbeds. A plan for 
building a manure heated hotbed is shown in Figure 3. This hotbed is 
built exactly like the cold frame except that a pit IS 'to 30 inches deep 
is made to hold the manure. ' It is desirable to provide the pit with 
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drainage. If the manure becomes soaked with water, fermentation 
stops and no heat will be produced .. Fresh horse manure containing 
about one-third straw is most satisfactory. The manure is collected 
about ten days before the hotbed is started. It is first piled in a com
pact.heap. When fermentation begins, it is repiled. As heating begins 

2x4 
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Fi~. 3.-Plan for a manure heated hot bed. 

the second time, the manure is placed evenly in the hotbed and care
fully tramped-especially along the edges and in the corners. A layer 
of fertile soil 4 to 6 inches deep is placed over the manure .. . The bed 
is then covered with sash and the manure allowed to heat for several 
days. The soil temperature may go to 125 0 F.When it has dropped 
to 85 0 F. the seed may be planted. ·It is advisable to use a soil ther
mometer in the plant bed. Whenever the temperature goes too high, 
it can be controlled by raising the sash. 

Electric .Hotbeds.-When electricity is used to heat hotbeds the 
frame is made like that of a cold frame except that a special heating 
cable is laid under .the soil. Figure 4 shows details of installing the 
cable. The cable is sold in lengths to be laid under two sashes. For 
large installations th~ ' representative of the lqcal power company 
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should be consulted. The cost of heating a hotbed with electricity 
compares favorably with manure when the latter must be purchased 
and the labor for handling is considered. It will require from one to 
two kilowatt hours of electricity per sash per day to heat the average 
hotbed, depending upon the tightness of construction, the temperature 
maintained, and the skill used in management to prevent heat loss. 
Most vegetable plants can be grown to the field size in ten days less in 
an electric bed than in one heated with manure. 

One definite advantage of the electric bed that appeals. to the 
small grower is that the temperature can be controlled automatically 
with a thermostat. The thermostat switch is connected as shown in 
the drawing and the bulb placed one inch below the soil surface, 
diagonally between two of the cables. Soil heating cables and thermo
stat switches can be secured through electrical supply dealers or the 
local power company. . 

I" SOIL BETWEEN 
CASU;: &.. DlVIDI:iR 

SOIL I-lJ;ATING CABL~ 

Fig. 4.-Plan for installing soil heating cable in a hot bed. 

Flue Heated Hotbeds.-This type of heating is used extensively 
by the growers of sweet potato and late tomato plants. Hot flue gasses 
from a crude furnace are Jed under the' bed to chimneys at the farther 
end. The furnace may be built of masonry, sheet iron, or discarded 
oil barrels. The flues are of 6 or 8 inch drainage tile and the chimney 
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CHIMNEY MADE 
FROM I' LUM~ER 

'R!~ill~~:~~FURNACE, WITH SI-I[n IRON 
OR OT~[Q F1REPIlOOj:"MAT~RiAL 

. Fig. 5.-A general plan for a flue heated hot bed. The design may be changed 
to fit the needs of the plant grower. 

of furnace pipe or lumber. A plentiful supply of fuel must be available 
and someone must be on hand to keep' up the fires. A plan for the 
constr~ction of a :flue heated bed is shown in Figure 5. 

Hot Water Heat.-Greenhouse owners frequently employ the hot 
water boiler used to heat their greenhouses for heating a 'range of 
hotbeds . . This type of heat is very satisfactory for plant growing. 
Such a system should be installed by someone familiar with this type 
of heating. ' 

FLATS AND SINGLE PLANT CONTAINERS , 
Vegetable plants are sometimes started in shallow wooden boxes 

called' :flats. For convenience in handling, the :flats are usually made 
2 to 3 inches deep, 13 to 18 inches wide, and 18 to 24 inches in length. 
Flats to be used in hotbeds or cold frames can be made so 'that they 
fit nicely under the sash. Seedlings may be started in :flats and later 
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transplanted to the hotbed or cold frame. Some commercial plant 
growers use cheap fiats as containers for marketing their plants. 

Plants of cucumber, squash, lima beans, and sweet corn are diffi
cult to transplant. Plants of these vegetables are grown in individual 
containers. Clay pots are used for this purpose by greenhouse men. 
Paper and wood veneer bands are less expensive, can be discarded 
after using, save bed space, and are light in weight. Bands are 
desirable to use when extra large plants of tomato, cabbage or pepper 
are wanted. 

SOIL FOR GROWING PLANTS 
Fertile soil is very important in plant growing. In addition to 

giving support to the plant, it must furnish the moisture and plant 
food required for growth. 

Soil Preparation.-A fertile, sandy soil well supplied with organic 
matter is desirable for growing plants. A good soil mixture that has 
been used by greenhouse men for many years is made by mixing equal 
parts of good loam soil, coarse sand, and rotted manure or leaf mold. 
(Less sand may be used with soils that are naturally of a sandy 
nature.) These materials may be piled together in layers the year 
before the compost is needed. In that case, heavy grass sod can be 
used instead of soil and fresh manure for the decayed. The compost 
pile should be turned several times during the season. Fertilizers and 

. lime may be added to the compost as the pile is built. Satisfactory 
plants can be grown, however, when the soil is prepared just before 
the plant bed is made. 

Lime and Fertilizers.-Plants require an adequate supply of lime 
in the soil for satisfactory growth. If the soil selected for growing 
plants will not grow red clover or alfalfa, it should be tested and the 
lime need determined. When this is not possible and the soil is known 
to be low in lime, it is a good practice to add one-fourth pound of 
finely ground limestone to each bushel of soil. 

A thick stand of plants will soon deplete the soil of all available 
food. Most soils do not contain enough fertilizer to support a crop 
of plants. It is a good practice to add from one-half to three-fourth 
pound of a complete fertilizer such as 4-12-4 or 4-16-4 to the soil 
under each sash. If a complete fertilizer is not obtainable, the same 
amount of 20% super-phosphate will be beneficial. The fertilizer 
should be thqroughly mixed with the soil before sowing the seed. 

Yellowing of the lower leaves is an indication that the plants have 
absorbed all of . the available nitrogeh. At the first signs of this 
trouble, the plants are watered with a nitrogen solution. This can 
be made by dissolving nitrate of soda or potassium nitrate at the rate 
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of .one ounce to each gallon of water. Any that falls on the leaves 
should be rinsed off with plain water. 

DISEASE CONTROL IN THE PLANT BED 
Young vegetable plants are frequently attacked by diseases which 

cause them to rot off at the soil line. Disease organisms may cause 
the seed to decay before germination. They may also infect the plant 
and be carried to the field. 

Disease control in the plant bed is largely a matter of preven
tion, although care in watering and ventilation is helpful. The 
frames and covers may be disinfected by spraying with a solution 
made by dissolving one part of formalin (commercial formaldehyde) 
in 50 parts of water. 

The soil used in making the compost should be taken if possible 
from a plot of ground that has never been in vegetables or flowers. 
The compost should be disinfected if possible. 

Disinfecting Soil.-Soil can be disinfected by heating to 180 0 F. 
and holding at that temperature for one hour. Sufficient soil for sev
eral flats can be disinfected in the ordinary kitchen oven. For larger 
quantities, a special sterilizing box can be built using either steam or 
electricity for heating. Formaldehyde is also used to disinfect soil. 
A 6 % dust which may be made at home or bought is used at the rate 
of one-half pound per bushel of soil. The seed can be planted im
mediately if the soil is watered after planting.' The dust is prepared 
by mixing 15 parts of commercial formalin with 85 parts of a carrier 
such as charcoal, peat moss, or sawdust. It will lose its strength 
unless kept in an air tight can. Tear gas, chloropicrin, is also used to 
disinfect soil in the plant bed. It should be applied according to the 
directions furnished' by the manufacturer. 

The soil in the plant bed may be used for several years provided 
precautions are taken to disinfect it each year. Organic matter and 
fertility must be maintained by the yearly addition of rotted manure 
or compost and a complete fertilizer. 

Seed Treatments.-Chemicals for treating seed to prevent disease 
have come into general use. A finely ground, pure grade of red copper 
oxide can be used on most seed except members of .the cabbage family. 
A zinc oxide dust is recommended for them. Several commercially 
prepared compounds for treating' seed are on the market. Those sold 
under the trade na.mes "Spergon", "Semesan", and "Arasan" are very 
good. The seed should be mixed or shaken with the dust ina tight 
container. Use the dust at the rate recommended by the manuiac
turer. For small packages of seed,"a pinch of the dust may be placed 
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directly into the package and the contents shaken. The excess dust 
that does not stick to the seed is thrown away. Some kinds of seed 
may be purchased already treated. 

Sweet potatoes for the production of plants may be treated by 
soaking for fifteen minutes in a corrosive sublimate solution. contain
ing one ounce of the chemical in eight gallons of water. Treat by 
dipping for one minute in a solution of "Wettable Spergon," or 
"Semesan Bel" 1 pound to 71;2 gallons of water. Allow them to dry 
before bedding. 

SOWING SEED 
When to Plant.-Beginning plant growers often make the mistake 

of starting their plants too early. The plants become too large by· 
transplanting time unless they are given extra space in the plant bed. 
By withholding water and lowering the-temperature growth can be 
slowed down. These treatments can be overdone and as a result the 
plants are badly stunted. Such plants fail to grow off rapidly when 
set in the field and most of the advantage of using early plants is lost. 

More time is required to grow plants that are to be transplanted 
one or more times than those grown directly from seed .. · 

A calendar that may be followed in growing plants is given in 
Table 1. The frames used for cabbage and related crops can be used 
later in the season for growing sweet potatoes or celery. The dates 
given are only approximate and will vary from season to season. In 
the extreme southeastern part of the state, the plants can be started 
about three weeks earlier. Plantings a week to ten days later will 
allow sufficient time for the most northern counties. The amount of 
plant bed area required to produce plants for a given amount of land 
can be calculated from the table. 

Sowing Seed.-The soil in which the seed is sown should be well 
prepared by mixing and screening. When fiats are used, the soil is 
carefully tamped into the flat to within one.,.half inch of the top. 
Shallow furrows 2 inches apart and from %, to 1/2 inch in depth are 
marked to receive the seeds. The seed are sown at the rate of 8 to 
"10 seeds per inch when the seedlings are to be transplanted. Seed
lings for plants to be grown to maturity in a cold frame are made in 
rows 3 to 6 inches apart at the rate of 2 to 4 seeds per inch of row. 

Most vegetable seeds are covered to a depth :of 1,,4 to 112 inch. Soil 
is commonly used for covering the seed. The use· of · dried sphagnum 
moss that has been rubbed through a fine screen has been found to 
be an excellent covering material for seeds in fiats. The photograph 
in Figure 6 shows a typical fiat of tomato seedlings in which half of 
the fiat was covered with a sifted sphagnum moss while the other 



Date to 
Kind Seed in 

Hotbed 

Onion Bermuda Jan. 15 
Cabbage Feb. 5 
Cauliflower Feb. 5 
Broccoli 

Sprouting Feb. 5 
Brussels Feb. 5 
Lettuce Feb. 1 
Eggplant Mar. 1 
Pepper Mar. 1 
Tomato Mar. 25 
Sweet Potato Apr. 1 
Celery Apr. 15 

TABLE 1. - ?LANT GROWING CALENDAR FOR CENTRAL MISSOURI 
Plants can be Selt in the field about two weeks earlier in the Southern part. 

Approximate Growing Seeding to First Seeding to Amount of 
Field Setting Temperature Transplanting Field Setting Seeds for 

Date* + of Days Days 11 1000 plants 

Apr. 1 50-60 60-80 2/3 oz. 
Mar. 25 50-65 7-14 30-45 4/5 oz. 
Mar. 25 50-65 7-14 30-45 -1/4 oz. 

Mar. 25 50-65 7-14 30-45 2/5 oz. 
Mar. 25 50-64 7-14 30-45 2/5 oz. 
Mar. 25 50-65 14-21 40-60 1/5 oz. 
May 10 65-75 21-28 50-70 2/3 oz. 
May 10 65-75 21-28 40-60 2/3 oz. 
May 10 60-75 10-14 35-50 2/3 oz. 
May 15 70-85 40-50 1/3 bu. 
June 15 60-75 _ 28-35 60-70 1/8 oz. 

* Dates are only approximate and will vary with seasonal conditions. Plants may be held in the beds for two 
weeks without serious crowding. 

+ The temperatures indicate the minimum night and avllrage for day time. Extra ventilation should be given 
when the temperature in the bed goes above this figure. 

II Days indicate time required to grow plants from seeding without transplanting under favorable conditions. 

Amount to 
Sow per 
Sash 

1 oz. 
1 oz. 
1/2 oz. 

1/2 oz. 
1/2 oz. 
1/2 oz. 
1 oz. 
1 oz. 
3/4 oz. 
1 Bu. 
1/2 oz. 

Plants to 
Set One 
Acre 

60,000 
10,000 
10,000 

7,000 
7,000 

40,000 . 
3,600 
9,000 
3,000 
7,000 

30,000 

0 
1-1 
pj 
0 
q 

s: 
pj 

~ 
0 
00 -

....... ...... 
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half was covered with fin e sand. Simila r results were secured with 
a ll of the common vegeta bles and several kind s of Aowers. 

Transplanting SeedJings.- The onlY advantage of t ra nspl anting 
is t he sav ing in bed space. A ll pl ants suffer a setbac k in growth 
when t ransplanted. Seed lin gs ar e r eady to t ransplant w hen t he thi rd 

Fig . G.- Coverin g th E' ~ (''' d with s ph ag'nulll moss pro motes s tl'ong' a nd 
rapid ge [·min a ti on. No t e th E' differe n<:e in g row th in Lhi s f1 a L 01 tomaLo 
p lants . 

or fir st t ru e leaf appears. They a r e set in fl a ls or fram es with a 
spacing from one a nd one-ha lf to three inches both ways. The seed
ling is lifted with as mu ch of the root system intact as possible and 
placed in holes previously spotted in the flat. The soi l is pressed 
firm ly around the base of the plant. Pla nts a re set from one-half to 
one inch deeper in the flat th an they grew in th e seedling row. After 
transplanting is fini shed, Lh e soi l should be settled around the plants 
by watering. The same procedure is fo llowed in setting plants into 
a hotbed or cold frame. 

Plants to be grown to maturity in a frame should be thinned as 
soon as the stand can be determin ed. The plants should stand from 
one-half to one inch apart in th e row after thinning. Overcrowding 
in the plant bed is the major factor responsible for most of the poor 
plants seen on the market. 

FRAME MANAGEMENT 
Temperature.-The proper temperature is of greatest importance 

in growing plants. It is neither desirable nor practical to keep the 
temperature constant. Cabbage, lettuce, onions, and other cool season 
crops make the most satisfactory growth with daytime temperature 
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around 60° to 65° F. The night temperatures can be 10 degrees cooler. 
The temperature under glass on a bright day without ventilation can 
go high enough to seriously injure the plants. The warm season 
crops like tomato, pepper, and eggplant do best with a temperature 
from 70° to 75° F. during the day and 60° F. at night. As the time 
for field setting approaches, the temperature should be lowered grad
ually until the plants are growing without any artificial heat or 
protection in the frames. The temperature for cool season crops, espe
cially cabbage and celery, should not be allowed to drop below 50° F. 
for a considerable period of tiIDe since exposure of these crops to 
temperatures of 40° to 50° F. may induce premature seeding. 

Watering.-It is a common mistake to keep the plant bed too wet. 
If the bed is well watered immediately after planting, it should require 
no more water until the seedlings appear. The soil should be wet to a 
depth of several inches when water is applied. It should not be 
watered again until the surface begins to dry. Since the soil in most 
frames will dry unevenly, the parts that become dry soonest should 
receive the heaviest watering. As the season advances and the plants 
increase in size, more frequent watering will be required. Watering 
should be done during the mornings of bright days. 

Ventilation.-Ventilation of the plant bed is necessary to regu
late the temperature and remove excess moisture. On bright days 
ventilation is required to keep the temperature from going too high. 
Even on cold days enough ventilation should be given to prevent 
moisture from condensing on the underside of the glass. Direct 
drafts are to be avoided. The bed should be ventilated after watering 
if possible. 

HARDENING 
The conditioning of plants to withstand field conditions is re

ferred to as hardening. Plants of the cabbage family can be hard
ened to a point where they are able to withstand hard freezes without 
being killed. Tomato and pepper plants cannot be hardened enough 
to make them frost resistant. The process can be carried too far so 
that the plant becomes permanently stunted. Hardening.is ac
complished by any practice which brings about a slowing down of 
plant growth. A short supply of plant food, low temperatures, and 
a lack of moisture seem to be equally effective in decreasing the rate 
of growth. The most convenient way for the plant grower to harden 
plants is by withholding water. The plants are adjusted to outside 
conditions by starting about ten days before the time for 'setting. 
More ventilation is given until the beds can be left uncovered during 
the night. The plants are. watered just enough to keep them from 
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wilting during this time. It is probably not advisable to attempt to 
harden plan Ls by withholdin g plant food. 

GROWING TOMATO PLANTS IN COLD FRAMES 
Good tomato plants for field setting can be grown in the southern 

part of the state in an ordinary cold frame. P lants ready for setting 
on May 1, can be grown from seed sown between March 20 and 25. 
Such plants will produce the first harvest of fruit around July 4, if 
growing conditions are favorable. Excellent plants have been pro
duced by the cold frame method at the Monett Horticulture Experi
ment Field operated by this Station. The plants have been equal if 
not superior to those shipped in. The frames used at the Monett 
Field are covered with g lass sash. 

Fig. 7.- Good tomato plants r ady for the field. 

Additional frost protection other than that furnished by the sash 
is necessary once or twice during the season. This can be provided 
by covering with loose straw or hotbed mats. 

The soil should be made as favorable for plant growth as possible. 
A well drained loam soil taken from an old fence JOW or from the 
woods is satisfactory. A 6-inch layer of the soil is placed in the cold 
frame and covered with 2 or 3 inches of well rotted manure. A 
complete commercial fertilizer of 4-12-4 or similar analysis is added 
at the rate of %. pound for each sash area or 18 square feet. The soil, 
manure, and fertilizer are well mixed by spading several times. The 
prepared soil is then leveled and prepared for seeding. The treated 
seed is sown in drills running the narrow way of the bed and spaced 
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4 inches apart. When the first true leaf appears, the plants are 
thinned to stand about 1 inch apart in the rows. More and more 
ventilation is given until the covers can be left off at night as the 
time for setting approaches. When the plants show signs of starva
tion indicated by a yellowing of lower leaves, they should receive a 
feeding of fertilizer. 

GROWING SWEET POTATO PLANTS 
Sweet potato plants are grown somewhat differently from other 

vegetable plants. Some bottom heat is desirable even though the 
plants may be produced withouL covers on the beds. Most growers 
provide muslin covers for emergency protection against frost. Flue 
heated hotbeds are used in many localities for growing sweet potato 
plants. 

Many serious diseases can be carried from the plant bed which 
would be detrimental to the resulting crop. The grower can protect 
himself by using only certified seed. This seed comes from fi elds 
that have been inspected by representatives of the state certifying 

Fig. S.-These sweet potato plants have made sufficient 
growth and should be pulled. Two more crops of plants 
can be secured from a single bedding of roots. 

agencies. When the crop is found to be relatively free from serious 
diseases and true to variety, the grower is issued a certificate which 
permits him to sell the par.ticular lot as certified seed. 

A grower may have his plants certified by bedding certified seed, 
observing certain prescribed measures for disinfecting the frames 
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and treating the seed, and having the plants inspected. The applica
tion for certification should be made to the State Commissioner of 
Agriculture at Jefferson City well in advance of bedding time. 

Soil is not · desirable for use in bedding sweet potato seed. A 
3- to 4-inch layer of clean sand is placed in the bottom of the bed. 
The seed potatoes are placed on this sand, leaving a space from Y2 
to 1 inch between the potatoes. After bedding, they are covered to 
a depth of 1 inch with sand and watered. The sand and water should 
be at the temperature of the bed since chilling will bring about a 
delay in sprouting and may cause the potatoes to decay. When the 
first sprouts push through the soil an additional layer or 2 to 3 inches 
of sand is placed on the bed to induce the production of a strong root 
system. Some growers use old sawdust for the last covering with 
apparent success. A layer of chicken wire placed over the potatoes 
at bedding time makes pulling without disturbing roots much easier. 

The temperature of the plant bed may be as high as 85° F. when 
the potatoes are put in. It is allowed to drop gradually but should not 
go below 70 ° F. A temperature between 70° F. and 75° F . is most 
satisfactory for the greater part of the growing season. The plants 
should be exposed to outside temperatures both day and night for 
about a week before pulling time. By going over the beds two or 
three times, a total of 3000 plants can be secured from each bushel 
of seed. 
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